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Abstract

Wi-Fi Direct is a new technology defined by the Wi-Fi Alliance in order to enable efficient device-to-device communication.
Portable devices are a main target of this technology and hence, power saving is a key objective. In this paper we analyze the power
saving protocols defined in Wi-Fi Direct and design two algorithms to efficiently use them: Adaptive Single Presence Period (ASPP)
and Adaptive Multiple Presence Periods (AMPP). Operating only with layer two information, our proposed algorithms allow Wi-
Fi Direct mobile devices to address the trade-off between performance and energy consumption in a configurable manner when
offering access to an external network. The two algorithms presented, ASPP and AMPP, are evaluated by OPNET simulations.
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1. Introduction

The Wi-Fi technology1 has enjoyed since its conception a
tremendous market success. Most of this success has been built
around the infrastructure mode of operation defined in the IEEE
802.11 standard [1], which allows a set of clients to share an
Internet connection through an Access Point (AP). Following
this success, the infrastructure mode has continuously evolved
to address an increasing set of requirements covering an ever
growing number of use cases and devices. Examples of this
evolution are the addition of QoS and advanced power saving
capabilities through the Wi-Fi Multimedia (WMM) and WMM-
PowerSave (WMM-PS) technologies [2], or advances in secu-
rity and ease of use through the Wi-Fi Protected Setup technol-
ogy [3].

However, unlike infrastructure mode, the ad-hoc mode de-
fined in the 802.11 standard, aimed at providing device-to-
device connectivity, has not enjoyed a similar market success.
In order to address this market void, the Wi-Fi Alliance (WFA)
[4] has recently developed the Wi-Fi Direct technology, which
is however based on a different approach than the 802.11 ad-
hoc mode. Instead of having a network of equally capable de-
vices, in Wi-Fi Direct devices negotiate the roles of AP and
client to set up an infrastructure-like network. Hence, Wi-Fi
Direct can immediately benefit from the technologies defined
for infrastructure mode, and can seamlessly integrate all the ex-
istent basis of Wi-Fi devices in the market, which will simply
see a Wi-Fi Direct device as a traditional AP.

Targeting a successful device-to-device connectivity experi-
ence, the Wi-Fi Direct technology goes beyond having a device
acting as a traditional Wi-Fi AP and introduces the following
new functionalities: i) AP power saving capabilities, critical

1In this paper we refer indistinctly to the set of technologies derived from
the work of the IEEE 802.11 group as Wi-Fi or 802.11.

in portable devices like mobile phones, ii) Concurrent Opera-
tion, allowing devices to maintain simultaneous connections to
different Wi-Fi Direct networks, and iii) Layer two service dis-
covery, allowing devices to discover available services prior to
establishing a connection. For a detailed description of each of
these features the interested reader is referred to [5].

Our work in this paper focuses on the AP power saving pro-
tocols defined by Wi-Fi Direct. Specifically, we target the case
where the Wi-Fi Direct device acting as AP is a battery limited
device (e.g. a mobile phone) and offers its connected clients
access to an external network (e.g. a cellular network). Fig-
ure 1 depicts an example of our target scenario. In this context,
we design and evaluate algorithms that address the trade-off be-
tween the power consumed by the Wi-Fi Direct AP and the per-
formance experienced by its connected clients.
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Figure 1: Our target scenario. A mobile phone sharing access to a 3G network
with a set of connected devices using Wi-Fi Direct.

Previous work considering methods enabling AP power sav-
ing can be divided in two categories depending on whether they
can be applied to the current 802.11 standard or require protocol
extensions.

The IEEE 802.11-2007 standard [1] by means of the Quiet
element already defines a method allowing an AP in the 5Ghz
band to silence its associated clients. Although originally de-
fined in order to scan for interfering radars it can also be applied
to reduce the power consumption of APs. An alternative solu-
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tion designed to allow APs to save power even in the presence
of legacy 802.11 devices is described in [20]. The approach
taken in this case is to block the medium by signaling a longer
network allocation vector (NAV) than actually required. In this
way the AP can be sure that no Wi-Fi device will try to ac-
cess the channel during the defined period. Notice though that
this mechanism has the drawback of also blocking access to the
channel to neighboring Wi-Fi networks. Solutions as the ones
previously described allow for some AP power saving but due
to the fact that the protocols used were not specifically designed
for this purpose they are not flexible enough to accommodate
the needs of different use cases.

On the other hand, there have been proposals which define
extensions to the current 802.11 standard to achieve AP power
saving. [6] and [7] are examples of such efforts which de-
fined new signaling mechanisms for solar/battery powered Wi-
Fi APs.

As a result of the research and market interest in this area
during the last years, the Wi-Fi Alliance has defined the Wi-Fi
Direct protocol which is expected to become the predominant
solution in practice. Therefore, in this paper we focus on the
design of AP power saving algorithms for Wi-Fi Direct. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge there is no previous work de-
signing AP power saving algorithms based on the Wi-Fi Direct
specification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides an overview of the AP power management protocols de-
fined by Wi-Fi Direct. Sections 3 and 4 design and evaluate,
respectively, our proposed Wi-Fi Direct Adaptive Single Pres-
ence Period (ASPP) and Adaptive Multiple Presence Periods
(AMPP) algorithms. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. AP Power Management in Wi-Fi Direct

Wi-Fi Direct devices, named Peer to Peer (P2P) devices [5],
must be able to act both as a Wi-Fi AP or as a Wi-Fi Client.
In particular Wi-Fi Direct defines the concept of a P2P Group,
where a P2P Group Owner (P2P GO) acts as an AP for a set of
connected P2P Clients. There are two possible ways to decide
which P2P device will act as P2P Group Owner:

1. A P2P device autonomously initiates a P2P Group.
2. Two P2P devices run a negotiation protocol after discov-

ering each other.

Once the P2P Group is established new P2P devices can dis-
cover and join the group using active or passive scanning mech-
anisms like the ones used in traditional Wi-Fi networks. Act-
ing as P2P Group Owner provides certain advantages. For in-
stance, a P2P Group Owner is allowed to cross-connect a P2P
Group with an external network, e.g. a cellular network if the
P2P Group Owner has a 3G interface. However, becoming a
P2P Group Owner requires performing certain functions (e.g.
beaconing, forwarding) that will result in a higher power con-
sumption than the one of a P2P Client, which can benefit from
the power saving protocols already defined in IEEE 802.11. In
order to address the power consumption imbalance between a

P2P Group Owner and a P2P Client, and to allow battery pow-
ered devices to efficiently operate as P2P Group Owners, the
Wi-Fi Direct specification defines two new protocols that can
be used by a P2P Group Owner: i) the Opportunistic Power
Save protocol, and ii) the Notice of Absence (NoA) protocol.

2.1. Opportunistic Power Save Protocol

The Opportunistic Power Save protocol (OPS) allows a P2P
Group Owner to opportunistically save power when all its as-
sociated clients are sleeping. This protocol has a low imple-
mentation complexity but, given the fact that the P2P Group
Owner can only save power when all its clients are sleeping, the
power savings that can be achieved by the P2P Group Owner
are limited. OPS is based on the design of the traditional power
save mode used by clients in an infrastructure network. A P2P
Group Owner can save power by defining a limited presence
period after every Beacon transmission, known as CTWindow,
where P2P Clients are allowed to transmit. If at the end of
the CTWindow all associated P2P Clients are sleeping, the P2P
Group Owner is allowed to sleep until the next Beacon time.
However, if any P2P Client stays in active mode at the end of
the CTWindow the P2P Group Owner is forced to remain awake
until the next Beacon time. The operation of the Opportunistic
Power Save protocol is depicted in Figure 2(a).

2.2. Notice of Absence Protocol

Unlike Opportunistic Power Save, the Notice of Absence
(NoA) protocol can be used by a P2P Group Owner to save
power regardless of the power state of its associated clients.
The NoA protocol requires a higher implementation complex-
ity than Opportunistic Power Save but delivers to a P2P Group
Owner a higher control on its power consumption. The idea
behind the NoA protocol is to let a P2P Group Owner advertise
a set of absence periods where its associated P2P clients are
not allowed to transmit. Thus, a P2P Group Owner may sleep
during these absence periods in order to save power.

The NoA protocol provides a P2P Group Owner the means to
signal a flexible absence schedule. In particular, a NoA absence
schedule is defined by a 4-tuple: start time, duration, interval
and count.

• Start time defines the start time of the next absence period.

• Duration indicates the duration of an absence period in the
schedule.

• Interval indicates the time between consecutive absence
periods.

• Count indicates the number of absence period occurrences
until the advertised schedule expires. If count is set to
255 the advertised schedule repeats until is explicitely can-
celled.

In order to keep complexity low, the Wi-Fi Direct specifi-
cation allows a P2P Group Owner to advertise at any point
in time a single NoA schedule in Beacon frames and Probe
Responses. A P2P Group Owner can update the current NoA
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P2P GO

P2P Client timeCTWindow(n-1)Beacon CTWindow(n) CTWindow(n+1)Client switches to active mode here. P2P GO needs to stay awake.P2P GO AwakeP2P GO Sleep
Transmissions from clients in power save mode can only occur here.

(a) Example of Opportunistic Power Save operation.

P2P GO

P2P Client AbsenceAbs Abs Abs AbsAbs AbsNoA interval NoA interval timeNoA duration Count=2Start Time Count=4Beacon: NoA schedule-1 NoA schedule-2 NoA schedule-3Presence duration, LpP2P GO AwakeP2P GO Sleep
(b) Example of Notice of Absence operation.

Figure 2: Example operation of the Wi-Fi Direct power saving protocols for a P2P Group Owner.

schedule simply by modifying the correspondent signaling
element in Beacon frames and Probe Responses, or can cancel
it by omitting the correspondent signaling element. A P2P
Client always adheres to the most recently observed NoA
schedule advertised by the P2P Group Owner. Finally, the
NoA protocol includes a mechanism, the P2P Presence Re-
quest/Response handshake, that allows a P2P Client to request
a P2P Group Owner to be present at certain intervals. Although
not mandatory, such a request mechanism is useful when a P2P
Client runs applications that require QoS guarantees, like VoIP.
Figure 2(b) depicts an exemplary NoA schedule and illustrates
the function of each parameter.

In order to allow for product differentiation, the Wi-Fi Direct
specification does not define how a P2P Group Owner has to
build a Notice of Absence schedule, or how CTWindow has to
be adjusted in case of Opportunistic Power Save. Therefore,
the focus of this paper is to define algorithms that a P2P Group
Owner can use to reduce energy consumption while minimizing
any effect on the performance of its associated P2P Clients. In
particular we designed and evaluated two novel algorithms:

• Adaptive Single Presence Period (ASPP) which can be
used with both the Opportunistic Power Save and the No-
tice of Absence protocols.

• Adaptive Multiple Presence Periods (AMPP) which can
be used only with the Notice of Absence protocol but im-
proves the performance of ASPP.

3. ASPP: Adaptive Single Presence Period

In this section we present the design of the Adaptive Single
Presence Period (ASPP) algorithm. This algorithm is applica-
ble to both power saving protocols described in the previous
section, i.e. Opportunistic Power Save and Notice of Absence.
Its basic idea is to adaptively adjust the size of the Presence
Period that a P2P Group Owner advertises at every Beacon
frame, as illustrated in Figure 2(a), based on the consideration
of the trade-off between service quality of experience and de-
vice power saving.

3.1. ASPP Algorithm Design

We start the design of our ASPP algorithm by establishing
the architectural constraint that ASPP should operate using only
information available at layer two, i.e. running in the Wi-Fi

driver of the P2P Group Owner, without requiring any interac-
tion with higher layers or other network interfaces. Note that
this design decision generalizes the applicability of the devel-
oped algorithm since it can be then applied even if new network
interfaces are incorporated at the P2P Group Owner or even if
the P2P Group Owner is not directly connected to the external
network. An example of the previous case would be for in-
stance a laptop acting as P2P Group Owner where a 3G card is
used to provide access to the Internet.

The main challenge to be solved by ASPP is hence how to
dimension the advertised presence periods, LP, every Beacon
interval, in order to efficiently balance the energy consumed by
the P2P Group Owner and the performance experienced by the
associated P2P Clients.

We study how to address the previous objective in the context
of our scenario of interest depicted in Figure 1, which consists
of a mobile phone acting as P2P Group Owner and sharing ac-
cess to a 3G network among its associated P2P Clients. It is
fair to assume in this scenario that the bandwidth available in
a 3G link will normally be lower than the bandwidth available
in the P2P Group. Note that current Wi-Fi networks provide
peak rates above 54Mbps (up to 300Mbps with 802.11n), while
the majority of deployed 3G networks with HSDPA have peak
rates of up to 7.2Mbps in the downlink [18]. Thus, if the previ-
ous assumption holds, the maximum data rates achieved in the
connections established by the P2P Clients connecting through
the mobile phone in Figure 1 will be limited by the bandwidth
available in the 3G network. Therefore, an ideal dynamic al-
gorithm would advertise the smallest presence periods that can
deliver in the P2P Group the bandwidth available in the 3G link.
In this way a P2P Group Owner would maximize its sleep pe-
riods without the P2P Clients noticing any performance degra-
dation.

However, in order to implement this ASPP dynamic algo-
rithm two challenges need to be addressed:

1. The bandwidth available in the 3G link can be highly vari-
able and, given our Layer 2 information only constraint, is
not known by the P2P Group Owner.

2. Even if the bandwidth in the 3G link was perfectly known
to the P2P Group Owner, applications may not offer
enough load to saturate the 3G link. Therefore, a P2P
Group Owner should avoid over-dimensioning its adver-
tised presence periods and instead, size them in order to
satisfy the minimum between the application’s required
data rate, and the bandwidth available in the 3G link.
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In order to adress the aforementioned challenges, ASPP will
adapt the length of the presence periods based on the amount
of traffic flowing between the P2P Group and the 3G network.
The assumption here is that TCP connections will saturate in
the 3G link, and thus reacting to the amount of traffic flowing
between the P2P Group and the 3G network, ASPP will indi-
rectly follow the variations in the available 3G bandwidth. The
implications of this assumption will be carefully analyzed in the
ASPP algorithm evaluation presented in Section 3.2.

Thus, we want to design an algorithm that dimensions pres-
ence periods in the following way:

• First, if the bandwidth available in the 3G link increases
and the applications offer enough load, the P2P Group
Owner will measure an increase of traffic in the P2P Group
and will increase LP accordingly.

• Second, if either the bandwidth available in the 3G link
or the load offered by the applications decreases, the P2P
Group Owner will measure a decrease of traffic in the P2P
Group and will in turn decrease LP.

The previous behavior can be implemented using the following
proportional controller (a similar controller was used in [6] in
the context of solar powered APs):

LP(n + 1) = LP(n) + K(Ulast − Utarget)LP(n) (1)

Where K is a constant used to trade-off convergence speed
and stability, Ulast is the utilization measured in the P2P Group
during the last presence period LP(n), i.e. Ulast ∼ used time

LP
, and

0 ≤ Utarget ≤ 1 is the algorithm’s target utilization.
It can be observed that the previous controller adjusts LP ac-

cording to the measured utilization, Ulast, in order to maintain
future utilizations around Utarget. For instance, a small value of
Utarget in Equation 1 will lead to high presence intervals even
when the network utilization is light, which can result in a good
traffic performance but in an increased energy consumption in
the P2P Group Owner. In the next section we will study how
to appropriately set the Utarget and K parameters. A P2P Group
Owner will execute Equation 1 prior to Beacon transmissions
in order to decide on the presence duration to be advertised.

A critical aspect in the previous controller is the way a P2P
Group Owner measures utilization in the P2P Group. This is
indeed a non trivial issue in contention based networks like Wi-
Fi. For instance, if low priority contention settings are used, a
P2P Group Owner would sense less transmissions than if higher
priority contention settings are used, although in both cases a
P2P Client might have a queue full of packets. Therefore, we
propose to compute Ulast in Equation 1 in the following way:

Ulast =
tx time + contention time

LP(n)
(2)

Where a P2P Group Owner accumulates the duration of
transmitted and received frames during a presence period in the
variable tx time. In order to capture the effect of contention,
an estimate of the average access delay, which is defined as the
time since a packet is first in the transmission queue until it is

Data/Control/Mgmt Rate AIFS/CWmin/CWmax/TXOP
WiFi AC BK 54/24/1 Mbps 7/31/1023/0ms
WiFi AC VI 54/24/1 Mbps 2/7/15/3ms

Table 1: Wi-Fi Configurations under study

successfully transmitted, is kept in the variable Acc Del[AC]
for each Access Category (AC). The Acc Del[AC] estimates
are updated by means of an Exponentially Weighted Moving
Average (EWMA) updated every time the P2P Group Owner
transmits a frame through an AC:

Acc Del[AC](n) = α·Acc Del[AC](n−1)+(1−α)Last Acc Del[AC]
(3)

where we empirically set α = 0.9. Thus, for each transmit-
ted or successfully received frame2, the P2P Group Owner ac-
cumulates in the variable contention time the correspondent
Access Delay[AC].

Finally, in addition to the previous steps, presence periods are
limited between LPmax , the size of the Beacon interval, and LPmin ,
a minimum configurable by the device manufacturer. Thus,
when there is no traffic, small presence periods are advertised
achieving a significant energy reduction. As soon as some traf-
fic appears in the network the size of the presence periods is
adjusted in order to accomodate it until LPmax is reached.

3.2. ASPP: Algorithm Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the performance of our proposed

ASPP algorithm by means of packet level simulations. We di-
vide this evaluation in two stages, a first stage where we il-
lustrate the algorithm dynamics, and a second stage where we
extensively evaluate the performance of the algorithm with pop-
ular data applications like file transfers and Web traffic.

3.2.1. Simulation Framework
Our performance evaluation is carried out by means of packet

level simulations using OPNET [8]. We implemented in OP-
NET the Opportunistic Power Save and the Notice of Absence
protocols defined in [5] and all the relevant Wi-Fi protocols re-
quired in Wi-Fi Direct for QoS and power saving, i.e. WMM
and WMM-PS [2]. Table 1 contains all the Wi-Fi related simu-
lation parameters employed in our evaluation.

Our simulations reproduce the scenario depicted in Figure
1, where in order to model the 3G link we ported to OPNET
the 3G simulation framework defined by the Eurane project [9],
which simulates a HSDPA link. For the purpose of our evalua-
tion we use three baseline 3G channel models, which capture a
wide spectrum of possible 3G channels:

• Pedestrian-A channel model which represents a scenario
of reduced mobility and good radio conditions

• Typical Urban channel model which represents a scenario
of moderate mobility and average radio conditions

2Notice that a P2P Group Owner can discover the Access Category of a
received frame looking at the User Priority field present in the Wi-Fi header.
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• Vehicular-A channel model which represents a scenario
with high mobility and poor radio conditions.

Figure 3 depicts an example of how the available PHY data rate
varies in time with each of the previous channel models. Table 3
contains all the 3G related parameters used in our evaluation. In
addition, the core network connecting the NodeB to the applica-
tion servers in Figure 1 is modeled using a node that introduces
a configurable delay, hereafter referred to as RTTbase.

We consider Web browsing and File Transfers, e.g. Video
streaming, as the most relevant applications to be evaluated in
our scenario of interest, i.e. a mobile phone providing 3G ac-
cess through Wi-Fi Direct. TCP New Reno is the transport pro-
tocol used in our evaluation.

In order to evaluate the energy consumed by the Wi-Fi inter-
face of the P2P Group Owner, we make use of a well known
model that captures the energy consumed by a Wi-Fi chipset.
This model consists of four basic states: Sleep, Listen, Recep-
tion and Transmission. Energy is computed by integrating the
power that a Wi-Fi device spends in each of the previous states
over a certain target time. In our evaluation this target time will
be the time to transfer a file or a web page. The power values
used were obtained from a known embedded Wi-Fi chipset [10]
and are shown in Table 2.

Wi-Fi Chipset Sleep Listen Rx Tx
Power (mW) 0.3 432 432 640

Table 2: Power Consumption levels in the Wi-Fi chipset

Finally, in order to gain statistical confidence, we run every
simulation with 15 independent seeds and plot the 95% confi-
dence intervals on the obtained average values. Notice though
that sometimes these confidence intervals are too small to be
clearly observed.

3.2.2. Algorithm dynamics
In this section we study the dynamics of the ASPP algorithm

and provide a deeper understanding on the effect of its configu-
ration parameters, i.e. K and Utarget in Equation 1. In addition,
the maximum and minimum allowed presence durations are set
respectively to LPmax = 100ms and LPmin = 10ms.

To illustrate the dynamics of ASPP we start performing an
experiment where three P2P Clients connect to a P2P Group
Owner offering access to a 3G network. The first P2P Client
downloads a 50MB file (close to the median video file size in
the Internet [11]) from the 3G network, and the other two P2P
Clients exchange another 50MB file over the P2P Group. The
Typical Urban channel model is used in this example. Figure
4(a) depicts the results of this experiment, where a double y-
axis is used. The presence durations advertised by the P2P
Group Owner are plotted against the left y-axis, while the in-
stantaneous PHY data rate offered in the 3G channel and the
throughput being forwarded by the P2P Group Owner are plot-
ted against the right y-axis. As observed in the figure, when
only the File Transfer through the 3G link is active (e.g. after
370 seconds), the P2P Group Owner dimensions the presence

Uplink 384Kbps CBR Bearer
Downlink HSDPA (UE Category=7,

max. PHY rate=7.2Mbps)
TTI 2ms
HARQ Feedback Delay 3 TTI
HARQ Retransmission Delay 6 TTI
HARQ Max Retransmissions 3
Reordering Buffer Size 32 PDUs
T1 Timer 100ms

Channel Models
Pedestrian-A
Typical Urban
Vehicular-A

Distance from BS
100m
250m
500m

Terminal speed
3 Km/h
50 Km/h
120 Km/h

Table 3: Default 3G Simulation Parameters

periods according to the bandwidth variations in the 3G link, in
such a way that the P2P Group Owner is only awake the mini-
mum time required to deliver the bandwidth available in the 3G
link. However, when the intra-group transfer takes place (330-
370 secs), this transfer saturates the Wi-Fi network and the P2P
Group Owner stays constantly awake (advertises a presence pe-
riod of 100ms). Notice that this approach, besides not slowing
down the File Transfer, is energy efficient because, if the Wi-Fi
network is saturated, the P2P Group Owner spends all its awake
time transmitting useful data.

We can see in Figure 4(a) that ASPP is indeed able to follow
variations in the bandwidth available in the 3G link. In a gen-
eral setting though this will depend on the characteristics of the
3G channel and on the parameters used to configure ASPP, i.e.
K and Utarget. To illustrate the effect of these parameters Figure
4(b) depicts the dynamics of the presence periods advertised by
the P2P Group Owner, in a setting where a P2P Client retrieves
a 50MB file through the 3G network characterized again us-
ing the Typical Urban channel model. This time though, for the
sake of clarity, the 3G PHY data rate or the achieved throughput
are not depicted. Figure 4(b) depicts the result of using two dif-
ferent parameter configurations: i) Utarget = 0.8/K = 0.5 and ii)
Utarget = 0.4/K = 0.1. Although the throughput experienced by
the P2P Client was very similar in both configurations, it is clear
in the figure that the advertised presence durations in each con-
figuration significantly differ. The effect of each parameter is
the following. On the one hand decreasing Utarget increases the
advertised presence periods, hence increasing power consump-
tion. The reason is that given a certain amount of load, if Utarget

decreases, higher presence periods are needed to maintain the
utilization around Utarget (note that the duration of presence pe-
riods is proportional to 1

Utarget
). On the other hand, K controls

how fast ASPP adapts to variations in the traffic flowing be-
tween the P2P Group and the 3G network. Clearly, a small K
decreases the ability of ASPP to adapt to changes and a too
high K might result in a unwanted large presence periods that
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(a) Pedestrian-A, 3Km/h, 100m, good channel.
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(b) Typical Urban, 50Km/h, 250m, average channel.
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(c) Vehicular-A, 120km/h, 500m, poor channel.

Figure 3: Sample of PHY rate variation in the HSDPA Channels considered in our evaluation.
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(a) ASPP Dynamics in a File transfer over the Typical Urban channel model.
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(b) Effect of Utarget and K on the advertised presence durations.
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(c) Effect of Utarget and K on the throughput achieved by the P2P Client.
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(d) Effect of Utarget and K on the energy spent by the P2P Group Owner.

Figure 4: Dynamics of the ASPP algorithm.

penalize power consumption.

In order to configure ASPP, Figures 4(c) and 4(d) illustrate
respectively the throughput achieved by the P2P Client while
transferring the 50MB file used in our previous example, and
the energy spent by the P2P Group Owner during this file trans-
fer. In these figures we vary Utarget and K between 0 and 1,
and report the results obtained with the Typical Urban chan-
nel model. Similar results were obtained with the other chan-
nel models. Looking at Figure 4(d), we can see how a small
Utarget penalizes energy consumption in the P2P Group Owner.
However, as depicted in Figure 4(c), the throughput achieved
by the P2P Client remains relatively stable, meaning that ASPP
is able to deliver the required throughput even for high values
of Utarget. In the rest of the paper we will use Utarget = 0.8.
Regarding K, we can see that its effect, both in throughput and
energy, is relatively small, thus in the rest of the paper we will
configure K = 0.5.

Finally, it is worth to notice that the same algorithm dynamics
hold if an uplink File Transfer is considered. For the sake of
clarity though we have not included these results in the paper.

3.2.3. Steady State Evaluation
In this section we present the results of a steady state set of

experiments where we asses the impact of the proposed algo-
rithm on the energy consumption of a P2P Group Owner and
on the performance of popular applications like File Transfers
and Web browsing.

The performance of a File Transfer transmitted over TCP de-
pends on several parameters: i) the bottleneck bandwidth, ii) the
amount of buffering in the bottleneck, and iii) the path delay. In
order to account for the effect of each of these parameters we
perform two different experiments.

1. NodeB Buffering Variation Experiment: TCP file transfer
of 50 MB. For each considered 3G channel, we vary the
amount of buffering in the NodeB3 while maintaining a
fixed RTTbase set to 20ms.

2. Path Delay Variation Experiment: TCP file transfer of 50
MB. For each considered 3G channel, we vary the path

3In practice, buffering could also be limited by the mobile phone acting as
P2P Group Owner instead of the NodeB. Notice though that this would not
affect the validity of the presented results.
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delay (RTTbase in Figure 1), while setting the maximum
buffering in the NodeB equal to 30 packets4 per flow.

In both experiments, we compare ASPP to two competing
algorithms:

• Active algorithm: The P2P Group Owner switches to ac-
tive mode once traffic is detected in the network. This
algorithm should provide an upper bound with respect to
performance and a worst case bound with respect to en-
ergy consumption.

• Static algorithm: The P2P Group Owner advertises a fixed
presence duration equal to 25ms ( Beacon Interval

4 ).

Finally, in order to asses the effect that the amount of band-
width available in the Wi-Fi network has on the performance
of the algorithms under study, we consider two different Wi-Fi
configurations, AC BK and AC VI, which are described in
Table 1. The intent of these two Wi-Fi configurations is to
capture the effect of the bandwidth available in the Wi-Fi
network on the algorithms under study. The two configurations
are named after the Wi-Fi priority5 used to transport data
traffic, and are configured following the recommendations
given in the 802.11 standard [1]. Thus, the AC BK config-
uration uses slower contention settings and should provide
a smaller bandwidth. Instead, the AC VI configuration uses
more aggressive contention settings and allows to aggregate
several packets in one Transmission Opportunity (TXOP),
hence providing a higher bandwidth. Packet aggregation is
also a key technology in 802.11n [19], therefore we expect the
performance of the AC VI configuration to provide hints on
the performance to be expected with 802.11n.

NodeB Buffering Variation Experiment
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) depict the P2P Group Owner per-

formance under our first experiment in terms of connec-
tion throughput and energy consumption. The upper, mid-
dle and lower plot show, respectively, the performance in the
Pedestrian-A channel model (good), the Typical Urban channel
model (average), and the Vehicular-A channel model (poor). In
addition, the left column in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) depicts the
results obtained with the Wi-Fi AC VI configuration, and the
right column the results obtained with the Wi-Fi AC BK con-
figuration.

The algorithms under study exhibit a similar behavior in the
Pedestrian and Typical Urban channel models (upper and mid-
dle plots). Using these channel models, the Active algorithm,
as expected, results in the highest throughput (specially when
the buffering in the NodeB is small) and in the highest energy
consumption. On the other hand, ASPP and the Static algorithm

4A MTU of 1500B is considered in our evaluation.
5Notice that 802.11 defines four priorities for its contention based channel

access, i.e. AC VO, AC VI, AC BE and AC BK.

deliver similar throughput to a P2P Client when the AC VI con-
figuration is used, but significantly differ when the AC BK con-
figuration is used (with ASPP providing a much higher through-
put). Regarding energy, ASPP results in the lowest energy con-
sumption, followed by the Static algorithm. Both algorithms
achieve a much lower energy consumption than the Active al-
gorithm (> 50%).

Based on these results the following questions open up: i)
Why does throughput degrade so much in ASPP and the Static
algorithm when the NodeB buffer is small?, ii) Why does the
AC BK configuration, which in theory should deliver less band-
width in the Wi-Fi network, outperform the AC VI configura-
tion in the case of ASPP?, and iii) Why do ASPP and the Static
algorithm provide a very similar performance with AC VI but
significantly differ with AC BK?

App. Server

P2P GO

P2P Client 
with AC_VI

time

RTT increase due to 
waiting for Beacon

P2P Client 
with AC_BK

Presence Period 
AC_BK

Presence Period 
AC_VI

RTT_base

time

time

time

The next burst of TCP data 
arrives while the P2P Group 
Owner is still awake in AC_BK �
No RTT increase

Beacon

TCP Data

Figure 6: Dynamics of a TCP transfer when the P2P Group Owner runs a power
saving protocol. Notice that the two P2P Clients illustrate a different case: the
upper one a case where the file is transferred over AC VI, and hence the P2P
Group Owner can use smaller presence periods, and the lower one a case where
the file is transferred over AC BK and so the P2P Group Owner uses larger
presence periods.

In order to answer these questions, Figure 6 depicts the dy-
namics of a TCP connection traversing a P2P Group Owner
running a power saving algorithm like ASPP. As it can be seen
in the figure, scheduling one presence period every Beacon in-
terval might increase the RTT experienced by the TCP connec-
tion. Thus, if the TCP congestion window can not grow large
enough to cover the increased bandwidth delay product, as it is
likely to be the case when the amount of buffering in the NodeB
is small, the 3G link becomes underutilized and the maximum
achievable throughput reduces. In order to understand why
ASPP performs better with AC BK than with AC VI, it should
be noted that the higher the bandwidth in the Wi-Fi network,
the smaller the presence durations that the P2P Group Owner
needs to schedule in order to maintain the required level of uti-
lization, Utarget, in Equation 1. Notice that, although reducing
power consumption, this behavior reduces the probability that a
new window of TCP data arrives at the P2P Group Owner dur-
ing an active presence period thus resulting in bursty behavior
and an increased RTT, see in Figure 6 the second Beacon inter-
val of the AC BK case (lower P2P Client) for an explanation
of why throughput increases in AC BK. A similar interaction
between TCP and the 802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM) used
by Wi-Fi clients was already pointed out in [12]. Finally, in the
case of AC VI, ASPP and the Static algorithm provide a similar
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Figure 5: File transfer performance when varying the buffering in the NodeB. For each figure the left column represents the results when using the Wi-Fi AC VI
configuration, and the right column the results when using the Wi-Fi AC BK configuration.

throughput performance, and ASPP is slightly more efficient in
terms of energy. The reason for the similar throughput perfor-
mance is that in this case a presence period of 25ms turns out to
be enough for the P2P Group Owner to deliver the packets that
it has buffered at every Beacon frame. Indeed, when the NodeB
buffer is below 20 packets even a presence period below 25ms
would be sufficient, which is why the Static algorithm wastes
some energy in this case. On the other hand, when AC BK is
used the P2P Group Owner needs much more than 25ms to de-
liver its buffered packets due to the reduced Wi-Fi bandwidth.
This is the reason for the lower throughput experienced by the
P2P Client when the Static algorithm is used.

Coming back to Figures 5(a) and 5(b) and focusing now on
the performance achieved in the Vehicular-A (poor) channel
model, we can see how ASPP and the Static algorithm deliver
a similar throughput to the P2P Client, but ASPP does it in a
more energy efficient manner. The reason is that presence pe-
riods of 25ms are larger than necessary in this case to achieve
the delivered bandwidth. In addition, no difference is observed
between the AC VI and AC BK configurations. This is due to
the fact that in this case the 3G link exhibits a good condition
during such short times that although AC BK results in slightly
higher presence periods, TCP has no time to benefit from them.
Finally, it is worth to notice how much the energy consump-
tion in the P2P Group Owner increases when the radio condi-
tions in the 3G link degrade and the Active algorithm is used:
∼ 3.5J/MB in the Vehicular-A channel compared to ∼ 1J/MB
in the Pedestrian-A chanel. The reason is that when the 3G
radio conditions are poor and the Active algorithm is used the
P2P Group Owner stays most of the time idle, hence wasting

power, in the Wi-Fi link.

Path Delay Variation Experiment
To conclude our File Transfer application performance eval-

uation with the different algorithms under study, we analyze
in this experiment the effect of varying the path delay expe-
rienced by the TCP connection (RTTbase). The correspond-
ing results are depicted in Figure 7. It can be noticed that the
lessons learned from the previous experiment where we varied
the amount of buffering in the NodeB, can also be applied to
explain the behavior observed in this case. A remarkable re-
sult from this experiment is the very high energy consumption
incurred by the P2P Group Owner in the Vehicular-A channel
when the Active algorithm is used (∼ 7.5J/MB). The reason
is the poor radio conditions in the 3G link plus the big path de-
lays experienced by the TCP connection which result in the P2P
Group Owner being almost always idle in the Wi-Fi network.

Web Traffic Experiment
We look now at how the different algorithms under study per-

form with Web traffic. In order to model Web traffic, we con-
sider HTTP1.1 and have a P2P Client periodically6 requesting
a new web page to the Web server in the Internet, while vary-
ing RTTbase. The size and number of embedded objects of a
Web page are modelled according to the statistics reported in
[11]. Unlike in the case of the File Transfer, we only depict the
results for the Typical Urban (average) channel in the case of

6More than 1000 Web pages are requested by the P2P Client in each simu-
lation run.
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Figure 7: File transfer performance when varying the path delay (RTTbase). For each figure the left column represents the results when using the Wi-Fi AC VI
configuration, and the right column the results when using the Wi-Fi AC BK configuration.
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Figure 8: Web traffic performance.

Web. The reason is that Web is mostly dominated by the path
delay, i.e. RTTbase, and hence the results obtained showed the
same dynamics in our different 3G channel models. For the
same reason only the AC VI configuration is considered in the
case of Web. However, we introduce a variation with respect to
our File Transfer experiment, we consider the P2P Client to be
in active mode or in power save mode (PSM). The reason is that
the performance of Web traffic already degrades when a Wi-Fi
client is in power save mode [12], therefore it is important to
asses whether a power saving protocol used by a P2P Group
Owner degrades even further the performance experienced by a
P2P Client in power save mode.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) depict, respectively, the average web
page transfer time and the average energy consumed by the P2P
Group Owner per Web page. Looking at Figure 8(a), we can see
that the P2P Client experiences with ASPP a Web page transfer
time equivalent to the one that the P2P Client experiences when

it is in power save mode. This is because in both cases the P2P
Client can only transmit data during a certain period after the
Beacon frame. Regarding the energy spent by the P2P Group
Owner to transfer a Web page, Figure 8(b) shows that a very
significant energy reduction in the P2P Group Owner can be
achieved with ASPP with respect to the Active and Static algo-
rithms, specially as RTTbase grows. The reason is that the little
traffic generated by the Web application together with the se-
quential nature of HTTP allows ASPP to operate with presence
intervals as low as LPmin = 10ms, while the P2P Group Owner
remains idle for long times if the Active or Static configuration
are used.

4. AMPP: Adaptive Multiple Presence Periods

In the previous section we have presented and analyzed the
ASPP algorithm which schedules a single presence period per
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Beacon interval and is applicable to the two Wi-Fi Direct power
management schemes described in Section 2: Opportunistic
Power Save and Notice of Absence. We have seen that ASPP
has a low implementation complexity and significantly reduces
energy consumption in a P2P Group Owner. However, some-
times it could result in a degraded user experience with respect
to an algorithm that configures the P2P Group Owner to be in
active mode upon detecting traffic in the network. Our anal-
ysis has shown that the main reason why ASPP may degrade
throughput is the fact that it schedules a single presence pe-
riod per Beacon interval which results in an increased RTT ex-
perienced by TCP connections. Therefore, a possible way to
improve upon the performance of ASPP is to design an algo-
rithm that schedules not only one but multiple presence periods
within a Beacon interval. In this section we present the de-
sign of such an algorithm, which is hereafter referred to as the
Adaptive Multiple Presence Periods (AMPP) algorithm. Note
that while ASPP could be implemented in both Opportunistic
Power Save and Notice of Absence protocols, AMPP can only
be implemented using the Notice of Absence protocol since this
is the only one that allows to schedule multiple presence periods
within a Beacon interval.

4.1. Algorithm Design

The main goal of AMPP is to improve the performance ex-
perienced by P2P Clients compared to ASPP, whilst keeping as
much as possible the power saving achieved by the P2P Group
Owner with ASPP. For this purpose the design of AMPP is
based on the following building blocks:

1. Adaptively dimension the size of the (multiple) presence
periods advertised by AMPP. This is done based on the
ASPP algorithm.

2. Design of an algorithm that estimates the raw bandwidth
available in the 3G link. Note that the analysis of ASPP
has shown that when the buffering in the NodeB is small a
TCP connection does not always saturate the 3G link, and
the amount of data received in the P2P Group significantly
underestimates the bandwidth available in the 3G link.

3. Design of an algorithm that, based on the estimation of
the 3G link available bandwidth, adjusts the interval be-
tween consecutive presence periods in the Notice of Ab-
sence protocol. Hence, controlling how many presence
periods should be scheduled within a Beacon interval.

Next, we describe the design of the two new modules used
by AMPP: i) the external bandwidth estimation algorithm, and
ii) the presence interval adaptation algorithm. During our de-
scription we assume that more traffic is transmitted in downlink
(network→P2P Client) than in uplink. Later in in this section
we will discuss how the presented algorithm could be tailored
to the uplink case.

4.1.1. External network bandwidth estimation algorithm
In this section we describe the algorithm used by AMPP de-

signed to estimate the bandwidth available in an external net-
work. Hereafter we will focus in the case of the external net-

work being a 3G link. However, the same bandwidth estimation
algorithm could be applied to different external networks.

According to the architectural constraint set in the previous
section, the designed bandwidth estimation algorithm should
not interact with the 3G interface. Therefore, we design a pas-
sive algorithm that derives the bandwidth available in the 3G
link by observing, in the Wi-Fi driver of the P2P Group Owner,
the interarrival times of packets arriving from the 3G link7.
Note that such an algorithm will not interfere with the traffic
flowing between the P2P Group and the 3G network.

The design of the bandwidth estimation algorithm is based
on the following observations. If the buffer in the NodeB would
be always full, the 3G link would modulate the arrival times of
packets at the P2P Group Owner, and the 3G bandwidth could
be easily estimated. In general though, the buffer in the NodeB
may become empty during a TCP connection (specially if this
buffer is small), and in this case the interarrival times of packets
at the P2P Group Owner will not follow the 3G bandwidth. In-
deed, since TCP packets are buffered by the P2P Group Owner
and then transmitted during a presence period at the rate of the
Wi-Fi network (usually higher than the bottleneck rate), TCP
ACK compression can cause bursty increases in the bottleneck
queue (NodeB) [13], see Figure 9. Therefore, when a TCP con-
nection is not fully utilizing the bandwidth in the 3G link, a P2P
Group Owner typically observes bursts of TCP packets modu-
lated by the bandwidth in the 3G link separated by inter-burst
times. This characteristic arrival pattern is depicted in Figure 9.
Thus, an ideal bandwidth estimation algorithm should discard
these inter-burst times and estimate the 3G bandwidth using
only the interarrival times within a burst. In order to accomplish
this, an important observation is that the inter-burst times ob-
served at the P2P Group Owner are strongly correlated with the
presence intervals being used by the P2P Group Owner. This
fact is also illustrated in Figure 9 where, assuming a constant
RTT , the time between the first packet of the two bursts of TCP
data arriving at the P2P Group Owner is equal to the presence
interval being used by the P2P Group Owner. As a result of
the previous observations, we design our bandwidth estimation
algorithm based on the following assumption : within a time in-
terval equal to a presence interval, the P2P Group Owner can
only observe one or none inter-burst times. In the Appendix we
formalize this assumption and study under which conditions it
holds.

Our bandwidth estimation algorithm is described in detail in
Algorithm 1, and is run by a P2P Group Owner before transmit-
ting the Beacon frame. Thus, before building a Beacon frame a
P2P Group Owner estimates the bandwidth available in the 3G
link during the last Beacon interval and uses this estimation in
order to decide how many presence periods should be scheduled
in the upcoming Beacon interval. Notice that, estimating the
bandwidth available in the 3G link every Beacon interval (e.g.
100ms) sets an upper limit on the 3G channel variation rate that
AMPP will be able to follow. This limitation though, is not in-

7Note that we assume that the device’s clock granularity is accurate enough
to derive meaningful bandwidth estimations from the measured interarrival
times.
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Figure 9: Insight on the bandwidth estimation algorithm: From the perspective
of the P2P Group Owner, TCP data packets arrive in bursts modulated by the
bandwidth of the 3G link, interleaved with inter-burst times that appear when
the buffer in the NodeB becomes empty. One can notice in the figure how
within a presence interval, there can only be one inter-burst time.

trinsic to AMPP but to the Notice of Absence protocol which
can only update the current schedule every Beacon interval. In
addition, in order to follow the variations in the 3G bandwidth,
our bandwidth estimation algorithm uses an EWMA filter up-
dated with the bandwidth estimated every Beacon interval (line
28 in Algorithm 1). Next, we describe the details of our band-
width estimation algorithm.

A P2P Group Owner records in each Beacon interval the
amount of received data, total bits, the number of packets,
num pkts, and a list of the interarrival times between packets
received from the 3G link, interarrvs(i). Note that this list can
be fairly small, e.g. assuming a speed of 7.2Mbps in the 3G link
and 1.5KB size packets, only 60 packets could arrive within a
Beacon interval of 100ms. Then, the list interarrvs(i) is split-
ted in contiguous subintervals according to the current presence
interval (interval) used by the P2P Group Owner (line 18).

For each of these subintervals the maximum interarrival time
(interarrvmax) is tagged as a potential inter-burst time (line 16),
assuming that within a subinterval there can only be one inter-
burst time. Then it is decided whether interarrvmax is indeed an
inter-burst time and should therefore be discarded by compar-
ing it against the average (avg) and standard deviation (std) of
the other interarrival times contained in subintvl. Specifically, if
interarrvmax > avg+2std we heuristically consider interarrvmax

to be an inter-burst time and substitute it by avg (line 23). No-
tice that the challenge is to distinguish between the long tail in
the distribution of interarrival times caused by the 3G link, and
the inter-burst times caused by an empty queue in the NodeB.
Since the Chebychev inequality [15] establishes that at maxi-
mum 1

k2 of the distribution values can be separated more than
kσ from the distribution mean, setting k = 2 hints that 75% of
the interarrival times due to the 3G bandwidth should be cor-
rectly accounted for, while still providing a reasonable protec-
tion against inter-burst times. Notice that this heuristic allows
us to follow variations in the 3G link, because our threshold to
detect inter-burst times, i.e. avg + 2std, adapts to the statistics
of the 3G link. Obviously the presented heuristic can fail, if
the time to transmit a packet over a 3G link is higher than our
threshold, although the Chebychev inequality should limit the
probability of that happening, or if an inter-burst time is actu-

Algorithm 1: estimate 3g bw()

1 – Variables definition
2 interarrvs← array containing the interarrivals of the packets received in

the last Beacon interval.
3 total bits← accumulated sizes of the packets received in the last Beacon

interval.
4 num pkts← Number of packets received during the last Beacon interval.
5 tb2b ← interarrival time below which two packets are considered back to

back.
6 M ← threshold on consecutive back to back packets.
7 interval← Current operating interval of the algorithm.
8 subintvl← {}
9 – Routine executed when a SP completes

10 ttotal, tsubint ,m, interarrvmax ← 0, avglast ← −1
11 for i = 0 to num pkts − 1 do
12 if interarrvs(i) > tb2b then
13 ttotal ← ttotal + interarrvs(i)
14 tsubint ← tsubint + interarrvs(i)
15 if interarrvs(i) > interarrvmax then
16 interarrvmax ← interarrvs(i), imax ← i, mmax ← m
17 subintvl← {subintvl, interarrvs(i)}, m← m + 1
18 if i = num pkts − 1 or m > 1, tsubint + interarrvs(i + 1) > interval

then
19 if m > 1 and !interarrvs(imax + 1, ..., imax + M) < tb2b then
20 avg← tsubint−interarrvmax

m−1 , avglast ← avg

21 std ←
√

1
m−1
∑m

j=1, j!=mmax
(subintvl( j) − avg)2

22 if interarrvmax > avg + 2std then
23 ttotal ← ttotal − interarrvmax + avg
24 else if m = 1 and avglast! = −1 then
25 ttotal ← ttotal − interarrvmax + avglast
26 m← 0, tsubint ← 0, interarrvmax ← 0, subintvl← {}
27 if num pkts > 0 and ttotal > 0 then
28 3g bw← α × 3g bw + (1 − α) × total bits

ttotal

29 num pkts← 0, total bits← 0

ally smaller than the threshold, although in that case the impact
of mistaking an inter-burst time with an interarrival time caused
by the 3G link should not be significant. In the next section we
will evaluate how effective this heuristic is on estimating the
bandwidth available in the 3G link.

We set one exception to the previous rule if there are M con-
secutive back to back packets after interarrvmax (line 19), where
back to back packets are defined as two consecutive packets
arriving within tb2b. The reason for this exception is that we
empirically observed that a pattern of a long interarrival time
followed by several consecutive back to back packets is typi-
cally caused by the Hybrid-ARQ protocol in the 3G link [14],
which buffers frames to guarantee in order delivery, and not by
an empty queue in the NodeB. In our implementation we set
M = 2 and tb2b = 2ms which is the slot size used in HSDPA.
In addition, if there is only one sample in subintvl, this value
is not trusted, and instead the last recorded average interarrival
time is considered, avglast (lines 24-25).

Finally, note that by adjusting the value of the variables tb2b

and M Algorithm 1 could be tailored to different cellular tech-
nologies, like LTE or WiMAX, which operate based on princi-
ples similar to the ones outlined in this section.
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4.1.2. Adapting the Number of Presence Intervals per Beacon
In this section, we describe how AMPP uses the input pro-

vided by our bandwidth estimation algorithm in order to de-
cide how many presence periods should be scheduled every
Beacon interval. For this purpose what AMPP does is to ad-
just the value of the presence interval advertised in the Notice
of Absence schedule being broadcasted in the Beacon, i.e. if
interval = 25ms then there will be four presence periods within
a Beacon interval. The main ideas behind our interval adapta-
tion algorithm are as follows:

• Underutilization Detection: AMPP maintains two esti-
mates: i) an estimate of the bandwidth available in the
3G link obtained with our bandwidth estimation algorithm,
3g bw, and ii) an estimate of the traffic flowing between
the P2P Group and the 3G link, thr. In order to detect if
the 3G link is being underutilized, AMPP computes the
ratio between its two estimates, i.e. ratio = thr

3g bw .

• Reaching Utilization Target: AMPP takes as input param-
eter a desired utilization target of the 3G link, i.e. ratiomin.
Based on this, AMPP checks if the desired utilization
is satisfied and adjusts the selected presence interval in
the following way: i) if the 3G link is underutilized, i.e.
ratio < ratiomin, AMPP will decrease its operating interval
(increase the number of presence periods) within a Beacon
interval in an attempt of reducing the RTT experienced by
a TCP connection and improve throughput, ii) if utilization
is sufficient, i.e. ratio > ratiomin, AMPP will increase its
operating interval to check whether a higher presence in-
terval still delivers the desired utilization. Note that higher
presence intervals are preferred since they allow for longer
sleep times and thus, higher power saving.

In addition to the previous main algorithm principles more
issues need to be considered in practice to achieve the desired
functionality. Our first design decision is that, in order to be
able to refresh the used presence interval every Beacon inter-
val, AMPP will only select presence intervals that are sub-
multiple of the Beacon interval, i.e. interval = BI

kcurr
, where

kmin ≤ kcurr ≤ kmax, kcurr, kmin, kmax ∈ Z. Notice that if an ab-
sence period would overlap with a Beacon frame, a P2P Client
might skip the Beacon, missing the updated schedule. A de-
tailed description of our interval adaptation algorithm is pro-
vided in Algorithm 2 and summarized next.

We start discussing the case where ratio < ratiomin (lines 9
to 29). In this case AMPP considers the link to be underutilized
and thus, tries to decrease the current presence interval. How-
ever, in order to reduce spurious updates, we introduce a mem-
ory, countdownmax , which establishes a number of consecutive
Beacon intervals before AMPP updates the current presence in-
terval. We can see between lines 20 and 29 how AMPP de-
creases the presence interval by increasing the parameter kcurr,
where interval = BI

kcurr
. In addition, under special circumstances

AMPP may as well decide to keep the P2P Group Owner awake
during the upcoming Beacon interval. These circumstances are:
i) if the current presence duration, LP, is above the selected in-
terval (line 24), or ii) if the desired utilization, ratiomin, is not

achieved even when operating at the minimum allowed interval,
kmax, (line 28). Notice that when staying awake the P2P Group
Owner does not publish any Notice of Absence schedule in the
Beacon frame.

Algorithm 2: adjust interval()

1 – Variables definition
2 ratiomin ← 3G link utilization threshold.
3 countupmax/countdownmax ← Variables to control the speed of interval

increase/decrease.
4 kmin/kmax ← Variables that control the maximum/minimum presence

intervals.
5 n intmax ← Threshold on the maximum number of presence periods

without data before updating the used interval.
6 – Routine executed every Beacon interval

3g bw← estimate 3g bw(), thr ← estimate thr()
7 if 3g bw, thr > 0, n int no data < n intmax then
8 ratio← thr

3g bw
9 if ratio < ratiomin then

10 countup ← 0, countdown ← countdown + 1
11 if countdown = countdownmax then
12 countdown ← 0
13 if active is 1 then
14 ∆ract ←

ratio−ratiolast
countdownmax

15 if ∆ract < max{0, (1 + γ)∆rslp } then
16 countact ← countact + 1
17 if countact = n intmax then
18 active← 0, LP ← LPlast , kcurr ← klast ,

last ← up, countact ← 0
19 ratiolast ← ratio
20 else
21 go to active← (last = down and

ratio > (1 + γ)ratiolast) or (last = up and
ratio < (1 − γ)ratiolast)

22 if kcurr < kmax then
23 kcurr ← min{kmax, kcurr + 1}, ratiolast ← ratio,

last ← down
24 if BI

kcurr
< LP then

25 active← 1, ∆rslp ←
ratio−ratiolast
countdownmax

,
countact ← 0

26 else
27 active← 0, LPlast ← LP, klast ← kcurr

28 else if go to active then
29 active← 1, ∆rslp ←

ratio−ratiolast
countdownmax

,
ratiolast ← ratio, last ← down, countact ← 0

30 else
31 countdown ← 0, countup ← countup + 1
32 if countup = countupmax then
33 countup ← 0, last ← up, ratiolast ← ratio
34 if active is 1 then
35 active← 0, LP ← LPlast , kcurr ← klast
36 else
37 kcurr ← max{kmin, kcurr − 1}
38 else if n int no data ≥ n intmax then
39 kcurr ← max{kmin, kcurr − 1}, n int no data← 0, last ← up,

ratiolast ← ratio, countup ← 0, countdown ← 0
40 interval← BI

kcurr

The P2P Group Owner should be in active mode (awake)
only if the Wi-Fi interface is busy transmitting packets. Hence,
before deciding to keep the P2P Group Owner awake, Algo-
rithm 2 records in the variable ∆rslp the speed of increase of
ratio. Thus, if the 3G link continues to be underutilized, i.e.
ratio < ratiomin, but the P2P Group Owner is in active mode
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(lines 13-19), the algorithm checks whether the speed of in-
crease of ratio, ∆ract , is above ∆rslp . If that is not the case, keep-
ing the P2P Group Owner awake is not being effective and the
P2P Group Owner goes back to normal power saving opera-
tion. In order to effectively compare ∆ract and ∆rslp , a hysteresis
is introduced controlled by the γ parameter.

Now we consider the case where the 3G link is being suffi-
ciently utilized, i.e. ratio ≥ ratiomin (lines 30 to 37). In this
case AMPP increases the operating interval by means of de-
creasing the variable kcurr, where interval = BI

kcurr
. Note that,

again, a memory has been introduced to reduce spurious up-
dates, countupmax . In addition, if the P2P Group Owner hap-
pened to be in active mode at that moment, the last presence
interval and presence duration used before switching to active
mode are restored (line 35).

One more practical aspect to be considered is the case where
applications, e.g. Web, do not offer enough load to saturate the
3G link. In this case the previous logic would drive the P2P
Group Owner towards using small presence intervals, which
would not be energy efficient. In order to counter this effect,
the variable n int no data is defined in Algorithm 2, which ac-
counts for the number of scheduled presence periods during the
last Beacon interval where no data was transmitted. Thus, if
n int no data > n intmax the algorithm quickly increases the
operating interval (lines 38-39).

Finally, the design of AMPP allows to trade-off energy
and performance by configuring the parameters ratiomin,
kmin/kmax (maximum/minimum presence intervals), and
countdownmax /countupmax (speed of decrease/increase). For
instance applications with strict QoS requirements, e.g. VoIP,
can be easily accomodated within the presented framework,
by configuring the presence interval, i.e. kmin/kmax, to op-
erate within limits that fulfill their delay constraints. These
requirements can be conveyed by a P2P Client to a P2P Group
Owner using the Notice of Absence protocol by sending a P2P
Presence Request (see Section 2). In the next section we will
study the effect of the previous parameters.

4.2. AMPP: Algorithm Evaluation

In this section we will evaluate the performance of AMPP.
Like in the case of ASPP, we will start analyzing the algorithm
dynamics, to then present a steady state evaluation with popular
applications.

4.2.1. Algorithm dynamics
We start presenting the results of an experiment where two

P2P Clients connected to a mobile phone acting as P2P Group
Owner download a 50MB file through the 3G network. The
Typical Urban channel model is considered in this experiment.
The two File Transfers from each P2P Client experience differ-
ent connection delays, RTTbase1 = 40ms and RTTbase2 = 20ms,
and a 30 packets per flow buffer is considered in the NodeB.

Figure 10(a) illustrates the dynamics of the presence inter-
val (solid line) and presence duration (dashed line) advertised
by the P2P Group Owner in this experiment. As it can be ob-
served, before 60 seconds (no traffic present) the P2P Group

Owner advertises a big interval of 100ms and a small duration
of 10ms. This is the default operation when there is no traffic in
the network which allows a P2P Group Owner to operate in a
very power efficient way. After 60 seconds, when the first File
Transfer starts (signaled as con-1 in the figure), the algorithm
starts adjusting the advertised presence intervals and durations.
In this case AMPP needs to schedule small intervals in order to
keep the throughput of the connection above the configured ra-
tio (ratiomin = 0.8). In order to realize why this is needed recall
how ASPP’s throughput degraded with a buffer of 30 packets in
the NodeB, shown in Figure 5(a).

At 140 seconds the second connection starts (con-2) and the
aggregate load at the NodeB increases which, together with a
slight improvement in the 3G channel condition (that can be ob-
served in Figure 10(b)), allows the P2P Group Owner to achieve
the required throughput using bigger intervals and presence du-
rations. After 200 seconds the first file transfer completes and
the P2P Group Owner is forced to use again smaller intervals
to maintain throughput. However, it is interesting to notice in
this case that since RTTbase2 < RTTbase1 , the P2P Group Owner
can now operate with bigger intervals than with the first File
Transfer.

Between 280 and 330 seconds, a second user enters the 3G
cell that was serving the P2P Group Owner halving the band-
width available to the mobile phone (P2P Group Owner) in the
3G link 8. AMPP’s bandwidth estimation algorithm detects this
bandwidth reduction (see Figure 10(b)) and, in order to save
energy, the P2P Group Owner starts operating with a bigger in-
terval and a smaller presence duration.

Finally, at 350 seconds a VoIP call enters the system. The
VoIP client sends a P2P Presence Request frame to the P2P
Group Owner requesting the P2P Group Owner to be present
at least every 40ms in order to maintain the QoS needed in the
Voice call. AMPP can easily accomodate the incoming call by
configuring kmin = 3 upon receiving a P2P Presence Request
from the P2P Client, which establishes a maximum presence
interval of 33ms.

Figure 10(b) depicts for the same experiment the instan-
taneous rate in the 3G link, the 3g bw estimation and the
throughput delivered to the P2P Client. Notice how by means
of adapting interval and duration, AMPP is able to deliver to
the P2P Client all the bandwidth available in the 3G channel.

We study now how the AMPP algorithm behaves when not
one but several TCP connections are established concurrently
through the P2P Group Owner. Figure 10(c) depicts the result
of an experiment where we analyze the average presence in-
terval and duration selected by AMPP, together with the ratio
between the throughput delivered to the P2P Clients and the
bandwidth available in the 3G link. In the experiment we incre-
mentally increase the number of P2P Clients connected to the
P2P Group Owner from 1 to 8. Each of the P2P Clients in our
experiment retrieves a 50MB file using a TCP connection that
experiences a different path delay (RTTbase) between 20ms and

8In our simulation the 3G cell operates using a Round Robin scheduler
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Figure 10: Dynamics of the AMPP algorithm.

80ms. In the figure the average presence interval and duration
are plotted against the left y-axis while the AMPP ratio is plot-
ted against the right y-axis. Notice that from the perspective
of AMPP it does not matter if packets come from the same or
different connections.

From the results in Figure 10(c) we can observe that in all
cases AMPP is able to deliver the required ratio of the 3G band-
width (ratiomin = 0.8). However, if only one client is present,
AMPP needs to use smaller presence intervals (schedule more
presence periods within a Beacon frame). The reason is that, as
the number of concurrent TCP connections increases, the buffer
in the NodeB becomes empty less often. Thus, AMPP benefits
from this phenomenon by operating with higher presence inter-
vals which is more energy efficient.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of our bandwidth estima-
tion algorithm, Figure 10(d) presents the mean percentage error
achieved by our bandwidth estimation algorithm in the follow-
ing experiments. A first experiment (left sub-graph) where we
increase the value of RTTbase while keeping the same buffer

size in the NodeB. Notice that a higher path delay increases the
bandwidth delay product and hence the likelihood of having an
empty buffer in the NodeB, which is the case that should be
detected by our bandwidth estimation algorithm. A second ex-
periment (right sub-graph), where we introduce an increasing
jitter around an average path delay of 50ms.

Notice that, as shown in the Appendix, jitter is one of the
conditions that challenge the fundamental assumption of our
bandwidth estimation algorithm, i.e. the existence of a single
inter-burst time within a presence interval. We repeated the pre-
vious two experiments for our different 3G channel models. As
seen in Figure 10(d) the error of our 3G bandwidth estimation
algorithm is kept below 10% for the whole parameter range in
the Pedestrian-A and Typical Urban channels. Only in the fastly
varying Vehicular-A channel, the estimation error reaches val-
ues around 30% because the TCP connection often stalls in this
case not providing enough packets for AMPP to have a reliable
estimation.

In order to gain a deeper understanding on the influence
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Figure 11: File transfer performance when varying the buffering in the NodeB.

of the ratiomin, countdownmax and countupmax AMPP parameters,
Figures 10(e) and 10(f) depict respectively the throughput and
energy spent in the P2P Group Owner in the Typical Urban
channel, when a P2P Client downloads a 50MB File and a
30 packets buffer is considered in the P2P Group Owner. In
this experiment, ratiomin is varied between 0.5 and 0.9 and
countdownmax is varied between 1 and 9, having countupmax =

10 − countdownmax . We can see looking at the previous figures
how increasing ratiomin or decreasing countdownmax and increas-
ing countupmax increases both throughput and energy consump-
tion, being ratiomin the strongest parameter, since it results in
the P2P Group Owner offering more presence intervals within
a Beacon interval9.

Finally, note that AMPP could be applied also to uplink
File Transfers. In this case though, AMPP should estimate the
3G uplink available bandwidth from the returning TCP ACKs.
We have not further studied this approach because our exper-
iments reveal that given the usually limited uplink 3G band-
width, ASPP (no interval adaptation) suffices to provide an ad-
equate performance in this case.

4.2.2. Steady State Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the performance of our AMPP al-

gorithm with popular applications like File Transfers and Web
traffic. The same experiments defined in section 3.2.3 for the
ASPP evaluation are used here to study AMPP’s steady state
performance. In this case we will focus in the results obtained

9Notice though that the energy profile depicted in Figure 10(f) may slightly
vary depending on the power characteristics of the considered Wi-Fi chipset.

with the AC VI settings since this was the Wi-Fi configuration
providing the best energy efficiency in ASPP but exhibiting the
highest performance degradation. It is therefore the goal of
AMPP to overcome the performance problems of ASPP while
achieving similar energy efficiencies.

Two different configurations for AMPP that illustrate the ef-
fect of its configurations parameters will be considered:

• QoS configuration: ratiomin, countdownmax and countupmax set
to 0.9, 5 and 10 respectively.

• Energy configuration: ratiomin, countdownmax and countupmax

set to 0.8, 10 and 5 respectively.

The maximum and minimum allowed presence intervals
kmin/kmax are set to 20ms and 100ms respectively. Finally, the
parameters n intmax and γ are empirically set to 3 and 0.1 re-
spectively.

NodeB Buffering Variation Experiment
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) depict the performance of the consid-

ered algorithms during a File Transfer when varying the buffer-
ing available in the NodeB and setting the path delay equal to
RTTbase = 20ms. In the figure it can be clearly observed how
for all of our considered 3G channel models, i.e. Pedestrian-A,
Typical Urban and Vehicular-A, the AMPP algorithm signifi-
cantly outperforms ASPP introducing only a marginal power
consumption increase. In particular, we note that the AMPP
QoS configuration delivers in all cases a File Transfer through-
put very close to the one delivered when the P2P Group Owner
is always active and at the same time an energy consumption
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Figure 12: File transfer performance when varying the path delay (RTTbase).
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Figure 13: Web performance.

very close to the ASPP one. The reason why AMPP is able to
provide this improved performance is that it successfully iden-
tifies when the 3G link is being underutilized and in such cases
schedules additional presence periods within Beacon intervals.

Path Delay Variation Experiment
Figures 12(a) and 12(b) depict the performance of the algo-

rithms under study when varying the path delay, RTTbase, and
fixing the buffer size in the NodeB to 30 packets per flow. Like
in the previous experiment, AMPP significantly outperforms
ASPP for all the considered 3G chanel models operating close
to the performance of an always Active solution while provid-
ing energy efficiencies similar to those of ASPP. The only ex-
ception is the case when RTTbase is large for the Pedestrian-A
(good) and Typical Urban (average) channels. In these cases
AMPP results in a higher energy consumption than ASPP, al-
though still much lower than the one of the Active algorithm.

The reason for a higher energy consumption in these cases is
that TCP can not fill the path’s bandwidth delay product and
AMPP ends up operating with reduced intervals, i.e. 20ms in
our experiments, with a small portion of the TCP congestion
window being transmitted in each presence period.

Web Traffic Experiment
Finally, we complete our evaluation by studying in Figure 13

how AMPP performs with Web traffic. In the figure it can be
observed how AMPP reduces the time to transfer a Web page
compared to ASPP, specially when RTTbase < 50ms. The rea-
son is that since Web traffic usually can not fill up the 3G link,
ratio falls below ratiomin and AMPP decreases the used pres-
ence interval. However, when an interval smaller than RTTbase,
i.e, the delay between the NodeB and the Web server, is se-
lected, the P2P Group Owner schedules some presence peri-
ods where no data is transmitted and hence, AMPP increases
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the used presence interval because n int no data > n intmax.
Therefore, when RTTbase < 50ms, the P2P Group Owner ends
up scheduling a presence interval that ocillates around RTTbase,
which is obviously a desirable behavior in the case of Web.
If RTTbase > 50ms AMPP often schedules its immediately
higher interval which is 100ms resulting in a behaviour simi-
lar to ASPP. Regarding energy, we can see in Figure 13(b) how
adapting the presence interval does not significantly increase
the energy consumption of AMPP with respect to the one of
ASPP.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Bringing device to device connectivity to a mass market is
a key milestone in Wi-Fi’s evolution roadmap. For this pur-
pose, the Wi-Fi Alliance has recently developed the Wi-Fi Di-
rect technology which should become the key device to device
communication enabler. Among the different requirements to
be fulfilled by this technology, battery usage efficiency is a cen-
tral one due to the high penetration of Wi-Fi in mobile devices.

In this paper we have analysed the two power saving proto-
cols defined in Wi-Fi Direct allowing APs to save power, Op-
portunistic Power Save (OPS) and Notice of Absence (NoA),
and designed two algorithms to efficiently use them: Adaptive
Single Presence Period (ASPP) and Adaptive Multiple Presence
Periods (AMPP). These algorithms allow a portable device im-
plementing Wi-Fi Direct (e.g. a mobile phone) to offer access to
an external network (e.g. a cellular network) while addressing
the trade-off between performance and energy consumption in a
configurable manner. ASPP and AMPP performance has been
thoroughly analyzed by OPNET simulations considering both
their dynamic and steady state behaviour.

From our results the following conclusions can be drawn: i)
ASPP and AMPP successfully manage to significantly reduce
the power consumption of Wi-Fi Direct devices acting as Ac-
cess Points (50-90%) without introducing a major user experi-
ence degradation, ii) the NoA protocol in combination with the
AMPP algorithm delivers a close to optimal user experience
and energy efficiency, and iii) AMPP’s tuning parameters can
be configured to prioritize either energy saving or user experi-
ence according to the device manufaturer preferences.

As future work, we consider two main directions to improve
the presented algorithms. First, AMPP could be extended to
adaptively tune its multiple parameters based on remaining bat-
tery capacity. Second, P2P Group Owner algorithms could be
enhanced to control the fraction of bottleneck bandwidth ob-
tained by its own applications and the one delivered to the as-
sociated P2P Clients.
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Appendix

Consider in Figure 9 a presence period at time tP with N
packets in the P2P GO belonging to M ≥ 1 TCP connections.
Each packet, i = 1...N, will result in one or two (if this packet
is the last of the current congestion window) new packets arriv-
ing at the NodeB at time tarr(i) = tP + twi f i(i) + RTT (i), where
RTT (i) is the RTT experienced by packet i, excluding the time
spent in the Wi-Fi network, and twi f i(i) is the time to transmit
the TCP Data and TCP Ack in the Wi-Fi network. Consider
{tarr(k)} to be the ordered set of arrivals at the NodeB. Algo-
rithm 1 assumes that the buffer at the NodeB never gets empty
while processing these packets, which is true unless ∃k such
that tarr(k) − tarr(1) = ∆wi f i(k) + ∆RTT (k) >

∑k−1
j=1 t3g( j), where

t3g( j) is the time of transmitting packet j over the 3G link,
∆wi f i(k) = twi f i(k) − twi f i(1) and ∆RTT (k) = RTT (k) − RTT (1).
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Given the fact that typically the Wi-Fi bandwidth is much
higher than the 3G bandwidth, in general ∆wi f i(k) is signifi-
cantly smaller than

∑k−1
j=1 t3g( j). In addition, ∆RTT (k) contains

the RTT difference between two packets separated k positions
in the set of arrivals at the NodeB. This difference can be as-
sumed to be small if these packets belong to the same TCP
connection and potentially high otherwise. However, it is in-
teresting to notice that even packets belonging to different con-
nections, as shown in [16], tend to get clustered in a bottle-
neck queue, which would favor the bursty behavior assumed in
Figure 6. We have extensively evaluated whether this condi-
tion holds in practice in Figure 10(d), where a random RTT (i)
was introduced for each packet. Finally, notice in Figure 6 that
the next burst of packets at the P2P GO will not arrive before
tP + interval, therefore in general only one or no inter-burst
times will be present within a presence interval, which is the
basic design assumption of Algorithm 1.
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